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Let F be an algebraic function field of one variable with the finite field F` as its full field
of constants. Let g be the genus of F and denote by N(F ) the number of F`-rational
places of F . The Hasse–Weil bound gives an upper bound for N(F ) in terms of g and
`. This bound is not optimal, when the genus is large compared to the cardinality of
the finite field, see [9, 13]. To study the asymptotic behaviour with increasing genus, let
N`(g) be the maximal number of F`-rational places that a function field over F` of genus
g can have. It was shown by Drinfel’d and Vla˘dut¸ [3], that







If ` is a square (an even power of a prime), then the above inequality is in fact an
equality; i.e., A(`) =
√
`− 1, see [9, 22].
If ` is not a square, not much is known about the exact value of A(`). Using class field
towers, Serre [17, 18] showed that there exists a constant c > 0, which is independent of
`, such that A(`) ≥ c · log ` > 0 for all `.





if p is a prime number.
In [8], van der Geer and van der Vlugt gave an explicit example of a tower E = (En)n≥0









which attains Zink’s lower bound for p = 2. Their tower is given as follows: E0 = F8(x0)
and Ei+1 = Ei(xi+1) for i ≥ 0, where
x2i+1 + xi+1 = xi + 1 + 1/xi. (0.1)
Zink’s lower bound was generalized by Bezerra, Garcia and Stichtenoth [2] to arbitrary
cubic finite fields. This was done by providing an explicit tower of function fields F =










This tower is recursively given as follows:1 F0 = F`(x0) and Fi+1 = Fi(xi+1) for i ≥ 0,
where




We call the tower F , which is defined by Equation (0.3) the Bezerra–Garcia–Stichtenoth
tower (BGS tower for short). The case q = 2 corresponds to the van der Geer–van
der Vlugt tower, see Equation (0.1). The case q > 2 is substantially different. In this
case the extensions Fi+1/Fi (i ≥ 0) are not even Galois. The BGS tower (the van der
Geer–van der Vlugt tower for q = 2) is the only known example of an explicit tower over
a nonsquare field with such a large limit.
The main aim of this thesis is to give a simpler and more transparent proof for the
limit of the BGS tower.
In Section 1, we recall shortly basic definitions and properties of towers and introduce
some notation.
In Section 2 we start by proving some basic facts about the BGS tower. The proof of
Inequality (0.2) splits naturally into two problems:
(i) to give a lower bound for the numbers N(Fn);
(ii) to give an upper bound for the genus g(Fn), for all n ≥ 0.
The first problem is relatively easy: one shows that sufficiently many rational places of
the field F0 split completely in all extensions Fn/F0. In Section 2 we give a simpler
proof of this fact than the proof given in [2], see Theorem 2.6. This is done by providing
a functional equation, which shows in a more natural way, why the given places split
completely in all extensions. In this section we also introduce the pyramid corresponding
to the tower and point out the main difficulties in determining the limit of the BGS tower.
The hard part in proving Inequality (0.2) is the second problem, namely to give upper
bounds for the genus g(Fn), for all n ≥ 0. Here one has to find an upper bound for the
degree of the differents in the extensions Fn/F0. Since there occurs wild (and in the case
q 6= 2 also tame) ramification in Fn/F0, the precise determination of different degrees
requires careful and long calculations. The original proof of Inequality (0.2) given by
Bezerra, Garcia and Stichtenoth is rather long and very technical, cf. [2, Sec. 4]. In
Section 3 we replace the complex calculations in their work by structural arguments,
thus giving a much simpler, shorter and more transparent proof for the limit of the BGS
tower.
These arguments are of course not just developed to be used to simplify the proof of
the BGS tower, they also apply to other towers. So we use them for instance in Section 4
to compute the limit of the Galois closure of the BGS tower. The Galois closure of the
BGS tower is again a tower over F`, where ` = q3. We show that the limit λ(E) of the





1the presentation of this tower in [2] is slightly different, see Section 2 below
iii
Note that this bound for the limit of the Galois closure coincides with the bound given
by Inequality (0.2) for the limit of the tower itself.
One of the main tools used while determining the limit of the BGS tower and of its
Galois closure is a lemma from ramification theory. This “key lemma” was proved in [4]
in the case of function fields. In Section 5 we give a proof of this result using the theory
of higher ramification groups, which is valid for more general fields.
It was shown in [21], that several classes of codes over finite fields with square cardi-
nality, including the class of transitive codes and the class of self-dual codes, attain the
Tsfasman–Vla˘dut¸–Zink bound. In Section 6, the same problem is considered over cubic
finite fields. Starting from the BGS tower, a new Galois tower E ′ is constructed, which
has the same limit as the BGS tower. The notion of r-quasi transitive codes is introduced
(in analogy to quasi-cyclic codes), and, using the tower E ′, asymptotic lower bounds are
obtained for the class of r-quasi transitive codes over cubic finite fields. Also, using this
tower, asymptotic lower bounds are obtained for the class of transitive isoorthogonal
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1 Preliminaries
Let us first fix some notation. We consider function fields F/K where K is the full
constant field of F . In most cases, K will be a finite field K = F` or its algebraic closure
K = F¯`. We denote by P(F ) the set of places of F/K. For a place P of F/K, we will
denote the normalized discrete valuation of F/K associated with P by vP . For a rational
function field K(x) we will write (x = a) for the place which is the zero of x− a (where
a ∈ K) and (x =∞) for the pole of x. For a place P of F/K of degree 1 and an element
x ∈ F , we will denote by x(P ) ∈ K ∪ {∞} the value (=residue class) of the function x
at the place P .
For a finite separable extension E of F and a place Q ∈ P(E) we will denote by Q|F
the restriction of Q to F (i.e. Q|F = Q ∩ F ). We will write Q|P , if the place Q ∈ P(E)
lies over the place P ∈ P(F ). In this case, we will denote by e(Q|P ) and d(Q|P ) the
ramification index of Q|P and the different exponent of Q|P , respectively.
A tower F of function fields over F` is an infinite sequence F = (F0, F1, F2, . . .) of
function fields Fi/F`, having the following properties:
(i) F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ . . ..
(ii) The field F` is the full constant field of Fi, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
(iii) For each i ≥ 1, the extension Fi/Fi−1 is finite and separable.
(iv) g(Fi)→∞ as i→∞.





This real number λ(F) is called the limit of the tower F . Clearly,
0 ≤ λ(F) ≤ A(`) ≤
√
`− 1.
A tower F over F` is said to be
asymptotically good, if λ(F) > 0,
asymptotically bad, if λ(F) = 0.
asymptotically optimal, if λ(F) = A(`).
It is sometimes useful, to consider the asymptotic behaviour of the genus and the
asymptotic behaviour of the number of rational places separately. Hence we define:
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It can be shown (see [7]), that these limits exist (γ(F) can be ∞) and
0 < γ(F) ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ ν(F) ≤ N(F0) <∞.
The tower F is asymptotically good if and only if γ(F) <∞ and ν(F) > 0, and in this
case, λ(F) = ν(F)/γ(F).
Let F = (F0, F1, F2, . . .) and E = (E0, E1, E2, . . .) be towers of function fields over F`.
Then the tower F is called a subtower of E , if for each Fm, there exists an En, such that
Fm ⊆ En. If F is a subtower of E , we write F ≺ E . We have the following Proposition:
Proposition 1.1. Let F and E be towers over F`. Suppose F ≺ E; i.e. F is a subtower
of E. Then
(i) λ(F) ≥ λ(E).
(ii) If E is asymptotically good (resp. optimal), then F is asymptotically good (resp.
optimal).
(ii) If F is asymptotically bad, then E is asymptotically bad.
Proof. See [6].
Let F = (F0, F1, F2, . . .) be a tower of function fields. A place P of F0 is said to be
ramified in the tower F , if the place P is ramified in the extension Fi/F0 for some i ≥ 1.
The set
V (F/F0) := {P ∈ P(F0)|P is ramified in F}
is called the ramification locus of F over F0. This set plays an important role while
determining the genus of the tower F .
A rational place P of F0 is said to split completely in the tower F , if the place P splits
completely in all extensions Fi/F0. The set
Z(F/F0) := {P ∈ P(F0)|degP = 1 and P splits completely in F}
is called the splitting locus of F over F0. It is clear that ν(F) ≥ |Z(F)|, where |Z(F)|
denotes the cardinality of the set Z(F).
2
2 The Bezerra–Garcia–Stichtenoth tower
Let q be a prime power and ` = q3. Consider the BGS tower F = (F0, F1, F2, . . .) of
function fields over the finite field F`, which is defined recursively by the equation
yq − yq−1 = 1− x+ 1
xq−1
; (2.1)
i.e., F0 = F`(x0) is the rational function field and Fi+1 = Fi(xi+1), where
xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 = 1− xi +
1
xq−1i
for i ≥ 0. (2.2)




x˜q + x˜− 1
x˜
. (2.3)
After performing the transformation x˜ = x−1, y˜ = y−1, it is clear that Equation (2.1)
and Equation (2.3) define the same tower.
2.1 Some basic properties of the BGS tower
Let us compile and prove some basic facts about the BGS tower. When we will be
concerned with the genus of the BGS tower, for simplicity, we consider the same tower
over the algebraic closure F¯` of F`, since the degree and the ramification behaviour of
the extensions under consideration will not change under this constant field extension.
Define the set
R := {α ∈ F¯` | αq − αq−1 = 1}.
Lemma 2.1. (i) The ramification indices in the first step of the tower (i.e. in the
extension F¯`(x0, x1)/F¯`(x0)) are as in Figure 2.1.
(ii) The places (x0 = 0), (x0 = ∞) and (x0 = α), with α ∈ R, are the only places of
F¯`(x0) that are ramified in the extension F¯`(x0, x1)/F¯`(x0).
(iii) In the extension F¯`(x0, x1)/F¯`(x1), ramification indices and different exponents are
as in Figure 2.2.
(iv) The places (x1 = ∞) and (x1 = α), with α ∈ R are the only places of F¯`(x1) that
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(v) In the function field F¯`(x0, x1) we have the following principal divisors:
(x0) = qP0 − qP∞,








Qγ − P∞ − (q − 1)P0,
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(x1 − 1) =
∑
γ∈R
Pγ − P∞ − (q − 1)P0,
(x1 − α) = qSα − P∞ − (q − 1)P0, for α ∈ R.
(vi) Let r ≥ 1 and let Q be a place of Fr. For 0 ≤ j ≤ r− 1, the following holds for the
values of the functions xj , xj+1 at the place Q:
- if xj =∞, then xj+1 =∞,
- if xj = 0 then xj+1 =∞,
- if xj = α with α ∈ R then either xj+1 = 0 or xj+1 = 1,
- if xj = 1 then xj+1 = α for some α ∈ R.
- if xj+1 =∞ then either xj = 0 or xj =∞,
- if xj+1 = 1 then xj = α for some α ∈ R,
- if xj+1 = 0 then xj = α for some α ∈ R,
- if xj+1 = α with α ∈ R then xj = 1.
Proof. We only show the assertions concerning the different exponents of the wildly
ramified places in items (i) and (iii). All other assertions follow easily from the defining
Equation (2.2) of the tower.
Let P∞ be a place of F¯`(x0, x1) lying over the place (x0 = ∞) of F¯`(x0). Since, by
Equation (2.2), xq1 − xq−11 = 1− x0 + 1/xq−10 , it follows that vP∞(x1) < 0 and
q · vP∞(x1) = vP∞(xq1 − xq−11 ) = vP∞(1− x0 +1/xq−10 ) = vP∞(x0) = −e(P∞ | (x0 =∞)).
Since e(P∞ | (x0 = ∞)) ≤ [F¯`(x0, x1) : F¯`(x0)] ≤ q, we obtain e(P∞ | (x0 = ∞)) = q
(hence vP∞(x0) = −q) and vP∞(x1) = −1. So the function 1/x1 is a prime element at
P∞. The minimal polynomial of 1/x1 over F¯`(x0) is
σ(T ) = T q +
1
1− x0 + 1/xq−10
· T − 1
1− x0 + 1/xq−10
and therefore, by [20, Prop. III.5.12],
d(P∞ | (x0 =∞)) = vP∞(σ′(x−11 )) = vP∞(
1
1− x0 + 1/xq−10
) = q.
In a similar way one shows that d(P0 | (x0 = 0)) = 2q − 2 and d(Sα | (x1 = α)) = q
for α ∈ R, using the fact that x0 · x1 and (x0 − 1) are prime elements at the places P0
and Sα, respectively.
Lemma 2.2. For all i ≥ 0, we have
(i) The place (x0 = ∞) is totally ramified in the extension Fi/F0, with ramification
index e = qi. The unique place of the function field Fi, which lies over the place
(x0 =∞) of F0, is a simple pole of xi.
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(ii) The field F` is algebraically closed in Fi, and [Fi : F0] = qi.
Proof. (i) By induction: The case i = 0 is trivial. Assume that the assertion is true for
some i. Let Q be a place of the function field Fi+1 lying over the place (x0 = ∞) of
F0. Let P, P1 and P2 be the restrictions of Q to the subfields F`(xi), Fi and F`(xi, xi+1),
respectively. By induction hypothesis, P is the pole of xi in F`(xi) and e(P1 | P ) = 1.
By Lemma 2.1, (i), (iii) and (vi), P2 (and hence also Q) will be a pole of xi+1 with
e(P2 | P ) = q and e(P2 | (xi+1 =∞)) = 1. The assertion now follows from Abhyankar’s
Lemma (see [20, Ch. III.8]).
(ii) Clear by (i).
Remark 2.3. For q > 2, the steps in the BGS tower are not Galois, as follows from the
ramification behaviour of the place (x0 = α) for α ∈ R in the extension F¯`(x0, x1)/F¯`(x0).
Lemma 2.4. The ramification locus of F over F0 (i.e., the set of places of the function
field F0, which are ramified in some extension Fn/F0) is finite and is given by
V (F/F0) = {(x0 = 0), (x0 =∞), (x0 = 1)} ∪ {(x0 = α) | α ∈ R}.
Proof. Let P ∈ V (F/F0). Then, for some n ≥ 1, there exists a place Q ∈ P(Fn)
lying over P , such that Q is ramified in the extension Fn/Fn−1. By Abhyankar’s
Lemma, the restriction of Q to the subfield F`(xn−1, xn) will be ramified in the extension
F`(xn−1, xn)/F`(xn−1). Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, (ii), we have xn−1(Q) = 0,∞ or α,
with α ∈ R. The assertion now follows from Lemma 2.1, (vi).
2.2 The corresponding pyramid and the main difficulties
As above, we consider the BGS tower F = (F0, F1, F2, . . .) over the algebraic closure F¯`
of F`. Let r ≥ 1. In order to estimate the genus of the function field Fr, it is necessary
to investigate the ramification behaviour in the extension Fr/F0 more thoroughly. Let
Q be a place of Fr, which is ramified in the extension Fr/F0. Let P be its restriction
to F0. We want to determine the ramification index e(Q|P ) and the different exponent
d(Q|P ). We classify the ramified places of Fr/F0 as follows: Consider the sequence
S(Q) = (x0(Q), x1(Q), . . . , xr(Q)), where xi(Q) ∈ F¯` ∪{∞} denotes the value (=residue
class) of the function xi at the place Q. By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.1 (vi) , the sequence
S(Q) belongs to one of the following types:
Type I) S(Q) = (∞,∞, . . . ,∞).
Type II) S(Q) = (0,∞,∞, . . . ,∞).
Type III) S(Q) = (. . . , αk, 1, αk+1, . . . , 1, αm, 0,∞,∞, . . . ,∞) with αi ∈ R (i.e.,
the first entries of S(Q) alternate between 1 and elements of the set R,
followed by 0,∞,∞, . . . ,∞).
For Type I, it is seen from Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 and Abhyankar’s Lemma that
e(Q|P ) = qr and d(Q|P ) = (qr+1 − q)/(q − 1). Similarly, for Type II, e(Q|P ) = qr
and d(Q|P ) = 2(qr − 1).
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Now we investigate places of Type III. In fact, this is the hard part of the paper
[2]. For 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ r, let F i,j = F¯`(xi, xi+1, . . . , xj). In particular, F 0,r = Fr. For
0 ≤ i1 ≤ j1 ≤ r and 0 ≤ i2 ≤ j2 ≤ r, we have
F i1,j1 is a subfield of F i2,j2 ⇔ i2 ≤ i1 and j1 ≤ j2.











































































Figure 2.3: Arrangement of subfields F i,j
Let Q be a place of Fr, which is ramified in the extension Fr/F0 and which is of
Type III. Denote by Qi,j the restriction of the place Q to F i,j . Our aim is to estimate
the ramification index e(Q|Q0,0) and the different exponent d(Q|Q0,0). We assume that
x0(Q) = 1 (the case x0(Q) ∈ R is analogous). Then there is some t with 1 ≤ t ≤ r such
that
• xt(Q) = 0,
• x1(Q) = α1, x3(Q) = α3, . . . , xt−1(Q) = αt−1, with α1, α3, . . . , αt−1 ∈ R,
• x0(Q) = x2(Q) = . . . = xt−2(Q) = 1,
• xi(Q) =∞ for i > t.
In order to study the ramification index and different exponent of Q over (x0 = 1), we
investigate the behaviour of Q in all steps of the “pyramid” in Figure 2.3. However,
ultimately we are only interested in the ramification behaviour along the left side of the
pyramid; i.e., along the line EC in Figure 2.4.
From Lemma 2.1 (i) we immediately read off e(Qi,i+1|Qi,i) and d(Qi,i+1|Qi,i) for 0 ≤
i ≤ r − 1, since the extension F i,i+1/F i,i corresponds just to the first step of the tower.
Similarly, from Lemma 2.1 (iii), we obtain e(Qi−1,i|Qi,i) and d(Qi−1,i|Qi,i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
This situation is depicted in Figure 2.5. For extensions, where the restriction of the



















































































































































































































































As shown in Figure 2.4, we divide the pyramid corresponding to the field F 0,r into
three parts:
(i) the triangle EGB, which is the pyramid corresponding to the field F 0,t,
(ii) the triangle FHD, which is the pyramid corresponding to the field F t−1,r,
(iii) the rectangle ADCB.
From Figure 2.5 and Abhyankar’s Lemma one obtains easily the ramification indices
and different exponents of Q in part (i), i.e. in the pyramid corresponding to the field
Ft = F¯`(x0, x1, . . . , xt), as shown in Figure 2.6.
Likewise, the ramification behaviour ofQ in part (ii), i.e. in the pyramid corresponding
to the field F t−1,r = F¯`(xt−1, xt, . . . , xr) follows from Figure 2.5 and Abhyankar’s Lemma,
and is depicted in Figure 2.7.
It remains to determine the ramification behaviour of the place Q in part (iii) of
the pyramid of F 0,r, which is depicted in Figure 2.8. However, in composita, where
the place is wildly ramified in both directions, Abhyankar’s Lemma cannot be applied.
These problematic composita are indicated in Figure 2.8 by dotted squares. Thus it is
hard to determine the ramification behaviour along the line BC in Figure 2.8 and the
major part of [2] is concerned with this situation. This is in fact also the main problem
of this thesis.
Before studying these problematic composita in more detail, let us first investigate in

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.3 Some rational places splitting completely in the tower
Next, we investigate some rational places of F0, which split completely in all extensions
Fi/F0. Let




ϕ(T ) = T q+1 − T + 1.
We consider the following sets S,A,B ∈ F¯`:
S := {γ ∈ F¯` | ϕ(γ) = 0},
A := {γ ∈ F¯` | a(γ) ∈ S} and B := {γ ∈ F¯` | b(γ) ∈ S}.
Lemma 2.5. (i) A = B.
(ii) |S| = q + 1.
(iii) For γ ∈ S, |a−1(γ)| = q and |A| = q · (q + 1).
(iv) A ⊂ F`.
Proof. We have the following identity, which can be verified by direct calculation:
T · ϕ(a(T )) = T q2 · ϕ(b(T )) = (T − 1)q2+q+1 + 1 (2.4)
(i) Follows directly from Equation (2.4), since for ω ∈ F¯`\{0}, we have
ω ∈ A⇔ ϕ(a(ω)) = 0⇔ ϕ(b(ω)) = 0⇔ ω ∈ B.
(ii) Clear, since the polynomial ϕ(T ) is separable.
(iii) Clear, since the polynomials T q − T q−1 − γ (for γ ∈ S) are separable and since
|S| = q + 1 by (ii).
(iv) Let η ∈ A. Then ϕ(a(η)) = 0. So, by Equation (2.4), we have
(η − 1)q2+q+1 + 1 = 0.
Therefore
(η − 1)q2+q+1 = −1.
Since ` = q3, it follows that η − 1 ∈ F` and hence η ∈ F`.
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Theorem 2.6. For ω ∈ A, the place (x0 = ω) of F0 splits completely in the tower F/F`.







ν(F) ≥ q(q + 1).
Proof. Let ω ∈ A. By Lemma 2.5, the equation a(ξ) = b(ω) has exactly q roots ξ in F¯`
and all of these roots are again in the set A and hence also in F`. The theorem follows
now by induction.
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3 A simplified proof for the limit of the BGS tower
As mentioned above, the main difficulty in computing the limit of the BGS tower is
to determine the ramification in composita, where the place is wildly ramified in both
directions, since in this case Abhyankar’s Lemma cannot be applied. A similar situation
is considered in [4], where simpler proofs for the limits of the towers in [6, 8] are given.
The main ingredient is a “key lemma” [4, Lemma 1], which also plays a crucial role in
[5], where limits of the Galois closures of these towers are obtained. The main idea in
[4] is contained in the following Proposition (see [5, Rem. 1.9 and Prop. 1.10]).
Proposition 3.1. Let F/K be a function field, where K is a field of characteristic p > 0,
let E1 and E2 finite Galois p-extensions of F and let E = E1 ·E2 be the composite field
of E1 and E2. Let Q be a place of E. Let Q1, Q2 and P be the restrictions of Q to E1,
E2 and F , respectively. If the different exponents d(Qi|P ) satisfy
d(Qi|P ) = 2(e(Qi|P )− 1) for i = 1, 2,
then d(Q|Qi) = 2(e(Q|Qi)− 1) for i = 1, 2.
It would be desirable to use this Proposition also for the BGS tower, in order to
simplify the computations. Unfortunately, since the extensions in this case are not
Galois, Proposition 3.1 cannot be applied directly. However, Proposition 3.1 can be
modified to obtain a simplified proof for the limit of the BGS tower. For this purpose,
we make the following
Definition 3.2. Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic p > 0, let F/K be a
function field and let E be a finite separable extension of F . Let Q be a place of E and
P be its restriction to F . We say that the place Q has property (?) for the extension
E/F , if
(?1) d(Q|P ) = 2(e(Q|P )− 1).
(?2) There exists a finite separable extension H of F such that
– the place P is unramified in the extension H/F , and
– the extension HE/H is a Galois p-extension.
The definition is justified by the fact that in Proposition 3.1, instead of requiring the
extension Ei/F to be a Galois p-extension, it is sufficient to make the weaker assumption
that it has property (?) for the place Qi. It turns out that this is indeed the case in
all relevant cases in the BGS tower (see Lemma 3.9 below). So although the critical
extensions in part (iii) (see Figure 2.8) are not Galois p-extensions, they have property
(?) for the corresponding places.
We first prove the following generalization of Proposition 3.1:
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Proposition 3.3. Let F/K be a function field of characteristic p > 0, E1 and E2 finite
separable extensions of F , E = E1 · E2 the composite field of E1 and E2. Let Q be a
place of E and Q1, Q2 and P be the restrictions of Q to E1, E2 and F , respectively.
Suppose, that the places Qi have property (?) for the extensions Ei/F (i = 1, 2). Then
the place Q has property (?) for the extension E/Ei for i = 1, 2.
Proof. The place Qi has property (?) for the extension Ei/F . So, let H1 be an extension
of F , s.t. the place P is unramified in H1/F and H1E1/H1 is a Galois p-extension. Let
H2 be the corresponding extension of F for Q2 and E2/F . Let H = H1 · H2 be their
compositum. Since the place P is unramified in H1/F and H2/F , it is unramified in the
extension H/F . Moreover, since the lifting of a Galois extension with Galois group G is
again Galois and its Galois group is a subgroup of G, HEi/H will be a Galois p-extension
for i = 1, 2. So, the extension H of F satisfies the conditions in Definition 3.2 for both
Q1 and Q2 simultaneously.













































Figure 3.1: Lifting by H
P is unramified in the extension H/F , by Abhyankar’s Lemma the places Q1, Q2 and Q
will be unramified in the extensions E1H/E1, E2H/E2 and EH/E respectively. Hence,
going up with H will not change the ramification behaviour. Since EiH/H is a Galois
p-extension for i = 1, 2, Proposition 3.1 can now be applied, so d(Q|Qi) = 2(e(Q|Qi)−1)
for i = 1, 2. Moreover Qi is unramified in the extension EiH/Ei and EH/EiH is a Galois
p-extension for i = 1, 2. So the place Q has property (?) for the extensions E/E1 and
E/E2.
Remark 3.4. Let F/K be an algebraic function field of characteristic p > 0 and let E be
a finite separable extension of F . Let Q be a place of E and let P be its restriction to F .
Suppose that the place Q has property (?) for the extension E/F . Denote by ÊQ and F̂P
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the completions of the fields E and F at the places Q and P , respectively. Then it is easy
to see that the extension ÊQ/F̂P is a Galois p-extension and d(Q̂|P̂ ) = 2(e(Q̂|P̂ )−1). So
an alternative approach would be to consider the completion of the fields in the tower at
relevant places and then to use a generalization of Lemma 3.1 to local fields, to determine
the ramification behaviour in the tower. A proof of Lemma 3.1 for more general fields
is given in Section 5.
We have to show, that all critical subextensions in Figure 2.8 have property (?). By
rewriting Equation (2.2), we immediately get the following
Lemma 3.5. (i) F i,j+1 = F i,j(xj+1) = F i,j(1/xj+1) for 0 ≤ i ≤ j, and the minimal
polynomial of 1/xj+1 over F i,j is given by
T q +
1
1− xj + 1/xq−1j
· T − 1
1− xj + 1/xq−1j
∈ F i,j [T ].
(ii) F i−1,j = F i,j(xi−1) = F i,j(1/xi−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ j, and the minimal polynomial of
1/xi−1 over F i,j is given by
T q − (xqi − xq−1i − 1) · T − 1 ∈ F i,j [T ].
Hence, by Lemma 3.5, each step of the pyramid in Figure 2.3 can be given in the form
F (y)/F , where the irreducible polynomial of y over F is of the form T q + a · T + b, with
a, b ∈ F . We have the following
Lemma 3.6. Let F/F¯p be a function field, and let E=F(y) be an extension of F obtained
from F by adjoining a root of the polynomial T p
n
+ a · T + b, with a, b ∈ F×. Let P be
a place of F . If (pn − 1) | vP (a), then condition (?2) of Definition 3.2 is satisfied; i.e.,
there exists an extension H of F , s.t. the place P is unramified in the extension H/F
and EH/H is a Galois p-extension.
Proof. Let H be the splitting field of the polynomial T p
n
+ a · T over F (hence the
extension H/F is Galois). Denote by Z the set of roots of T p
n
+ a · T . All roots of the
polynomial T p
n
+ a · T + b are of the form y + α with α ∈ Z ⊂ H. It follows, that the
lifting of E/F by H is a Galois extension. In fact, also the extension EH/F is Galois,
since it is the splitting field of T p
n
+ a · T and T pn + a · T + b over F .
Let σ be an automorphism of EH/H. Then σ(y) = y + α, for some α ∈ Z and
σp(y) = y + p · α = y. So σp = id, hence EH/H is a p-extension.
F contains a primitive (pn − 1)-th root of unity. H/F is a Kummer extension of
degree d, where d | (pn − 1) and H is obtained from F by adjoining a nonzero root of
the polynomial T p
n
+ a · T . By the theory of Kummer extensions (see [20, Ch. III.7]),
the condition (pn − 1) | vP (a) implies that the place P is unramified in the extension
H/F .
Remark 3.7. In fact, EH is the Galois closure of the extension E/F .
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Remark 3.8. The construction in Lemma 3.6 is a special case of the following more
general situation: Let a(T ) ∈ F [T ] be an additive separable polynomial; i.e., a(T ) is




+ · · · + a1T p + a0T , with ai ∈ F , a0 6= 0. Consider the
extension E = F (y) of F obtained from F by adjoining an element y, which is a root of
the polynomial a(T )−u, where u is an element of F. Let H be the splitting field of a(T )
over F . Then the extension EH/FH will be a Galois p-extension. However, in general
it is not easy to give sufficient conditions for a place to be unramified in the splitting
field of an additive polynomial.
Returning to the tower, let Q be a place of Fr (r ≥ 1) which is ramified in the extension
Fr/F0 and which is of Type III; i.e., xt(Q) = 0 for some 1 ≤ t ≤ r (see Figure 2.8).
Then the restrictions of the place Q to the extension steps on the boundaries AB and
AD have property (?) for the corresponding extensions. More precisely, we have
Lemma 3.9.
a) For 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, let M i = F i,t = F¯`(xi, xi+1, . . . , xt) and P i = Q|M i. The fields
M i correspond to the fields along the line AB in Figure 2.8. Then, for 0 ≤ i ≤ t−2,
the place P i has property (?) for the extension M i/M i+1.
b) For t ≤ i ≤ r, let N i = F t−1,i = F¯`(xt−1, xt, . . . , xi) and Ri = Q|N i The fields N i
correspond to the fields along the line AD in Figure 2.8. Then, for t+ 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
the place Ri has property (?) for the extension N i/N i−1.
Proof. From Figure 2.8 we see immediately that for all extensions M j/M j+1 (0 ≤ j ≤
t − 2) and Nk/Nk−1 (t + 1 ≤ k ≤ r) (i.e. extension steps along the lines AB and AD)
the restriction of the place Q is either totally ramified with ramification index e = q and
different exponent d = 2q − 2, or unramified (e = 1, d = 0). In either case d = 2(e− 1).
So it remains to show that (?2) holds.
a) Note that M i = M i+1(xi) = M i+1(1/xi). By Lemma 3.5 (ii), 1/xi is a root of the
polynomial
T q − (xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 − 1) · T − 1 ∈M i+1[T ].
By Lemma 3.6, it suffices to show that
(q − 1)
∣∣∣ vP i+1(xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 − 1).
Let Sj = Q|F¯`(xj), for 0 ≤ j ≤ t − 1. Note that e(P i+1|Si+1) = q − 1 (see Figure 2.6).
Since we have xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 − 1 ∈ F¯`(xi+1), it follows that
vP i+1
(
xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 − 1
)
= e(P i+1|Si+1) · vSi+1
(
xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 − 1
)
= (q − 1) · vSi+1
(





∣∣∣ vP i+1(xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 − 1).
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b) Let W j = Q|F¯`(xj), for t ≤ j ≤ r. We have N i = N i−1(xi) = N i−1(1/xi). By
Lemma 3.5 (i), 1/xi is a root of the polynomial
T q +
1
1− xi−1 + 1/xq−1i−1
· T − 1
1− xi−1 + 1/xq−1i−1
∈ N i−1[T ].
By Lemma 3.6, we have to show that
(q − 1)
∣∣∣ vRi−1( 1
1− xi−1 + 1/xq−1i−1
)
.
If i > t+1, this is clear, since in this case 1
1−xi−1+1/xq−1i−1
∈ F¯`(xi−1) and e(Ri−1|W i−1) =
q − 1 (see Figure 2.7). So
vRi−1
( 1
1− xi−1 + 1/xq−1i−1
)
= (q − 1) · vW i−1
( 1
1− xi−1 + 1/xq−1i−1
)
.
If i = t+1, then e(Ri−1|W i−1) = 1. However in this caseW i−1 = Q|F¯`(xi−1) = (xi−1 = 0)
is the zero of xi−1 in F¯`(xi−1). So
vRi−1
( 1
1− xi−1 + 1/xq−1i−1
)
= e(Ri−1|(xi−1 = 0)) · v(xi−1=0)
( 1
1− xi−1 + 1/xq−1i−1
)
= 1 · (q − 1),
which is divisible by q − 1.
Theorem 3.10. With notation as above, we have
d(Q | Q|F¯`(x0,...,xt)) = 2(e(Q | Q|F¯`(x0,...,xt))− 1).
Proof. Follows directly by Lemma 3.9, iterated application of Proposition 3.3 and tran-






≤ q(q + 2)
2(q − 1) .














• The place (x0 =∞) of F0 is totally ramified in every extension in the tower. Let U∞
be the unique place of Fr lying over it. U∞ is of Type I (see Section 2), so
e(U∞|(x0 =∞)) = qr and d(U∞|(x0 =∞)) = q
r+1 − q
q − 1 .
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• The place (x0 = 0) of F0 is totally ramified in every extension of the tower. Let U0 be
the unique place of Fr lying over it. U0 is of Type II, so
e(U0|(x0 = 0)) = qr and d(U0|(x0 = 0)) = 2(qr − 1).
• To estimate the contribution to degDiff (Fr/F0) of places of Fr lying over places of
F0 in the set Φ := V (F/F0)\{(x0 = 0), (x0 =∞)}, let
Γs = {P ∈ P(Fs) | P |F¯`(xs) = (xs = 0)}.
Since for any P ∈ Γs, the ramification index is given by e(P |(xs = 0)) = qbs/2c (where
btc denotes the greatest integer not exceeding t), we have






































































q − 1 .
So, the degree of the different satisfies
degDiff(Fr/F0) ≤ q
r+1 − q
q − 1 + 2(q




qr+2 + 4qr+1 − 2qr − 3q + 2
q − 1 ≤
qr+2 + 4qr+1 − 2qr
q − 1 .
Using Hurwitz genus formula, we get
2g(Fr)− 2 = −2qr + degDiff(Fr/F0) ≤ q
r+2 + 2qr+1







≤ q(q + 2)
2(q − 1) .
As an immediate consequence we obtain the main result of [2]:
















4 The Galois closure of the BGS tower
Next, we want to investigate the Galois closure of the BGS tower. The Galois closure of
a tower is defined as follows (see also [5]):
Let F = (Fn)n≥0 be a tower of function fields over F`. Let Ei be the Galois closure of
the extension Fi/F0, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Then the infinite sequence of function fields
E = (E0, E1, . . .)
is called the Galois closure of F over F0.
Note that E0 = F0. We have the following Proposition (see [5, Prop. 2.1]):
Proposition 4.1. Let F be a tower of function fields over F`, which has a nonempty
splitting locus (i.e. Z(F) 6= ∅). Then
(i) The Galois closure E of F is a tower over F`; i.e. the field F` is algebraically closed
in Ei for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
(ii) Z(E/F0)=Z(F/F0).
(iii) V (E/F0) = V (F/F0).
Proof. See [5].
Let F be a tower over F`, and suppose that its Galois closure E is again a tower over
F`. Then F will be a subtower of E , and by Proposition 1.1, we have
λ(E) ≤ λ(F).
Now, let F = (F0, F1, F2, . . .) be the BGS tower over F`, as defined above by Equa-
tion 2.1. Let E = (E0, E1, E2, . . .) be the Galois closure of F over F0. Note that
E0 = F0 = F`(x0). Since the tower F has a nonempty splitting locus over F0, by Propo-
sition 4.1 it follows that E is also a tower over F`. Furthermore, V (E/F0) = V (F/F0)
and Z(E/F0) = Z(F/F0).
We are interested in the limit of the Galois closure E of the BGS tower. In order to
determine the limit of the tower, we again consider the splitting rate ν(E) and the genus
γ(E) of the tower separately. The first problem is easy:
Since Z(E/F0) = Z(F/F0), from Theorem 2.6 we see that there are at least q(q + 1)
places of E0, that split completely in the tower E . Hence, we have the following Propo-
sition:
Proposition 4.2. Let E = (E0, E1, E2, . . .) be the Galois closure of the BGS tower.





≥ |Z(E/F0)| ≥ q(q + 1).
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Next, we want to investigate the genus γ(E) of the tower E . Again, to estimate the
genus of the function field Ei with i ≥ 1, we study the ramification behaviour in the
extension Ei/E0 in detail. Since we are interested in the ramification behaviour, we will
consider for simplicity the same tower over the algebraic closure K = F¯` of F`.
Let Φ ⊇ E0 be a fixed algebraically closed field. Let r ≥ 1. Then
Er = σ1(Fr)σ2(Fr) · · ·σs(Fr),



















































Figure 4.1: Er = σ1(Fr)σ2(Fr) · · ·σs(Fr),
be a place of Er, which is ramified in the extension Er/E0. Let P = Q|E0 . Above,
we considered the ramification behaviour of the place P in the extensions σj(Fr)/F0,
1 ≤ j ≤ s in detail. Now, our aim is to determine the ramification behaviour of the
place P in the compositum Er of σ1(Fr), σ2(Fr), . . . σs(Fr). Clearly, P ∈ V (E/E0). By
Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 4.1, the ramification locus of E is given by
V (E/E0) = V (F/F0) = {(x0 = 0), (x0 =∞), (x0 = 1)} ∪ {(x0 = α) | α ∈ R},
where R = {α ∈ F¯` | αq−αq−1 = 1}. We will consider the three cases P = (x0 = 0), P =
(x0 =∞) and P ∈ {(x0 = 1)} ∪ {(x0 = α) | α ∈ R} separately.
Proposition 4.3. For r ≥ 1, let Q be a place of Er, such that P = Q|E0 = (x0 = 0).
Then d(Q|P ) = 2(e(Q|P )− 1).
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Proof. For 0 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ s, let Qj,i = Q|σj(Fi). In Section 2 we have seen that
the place P is totally ramified in the extension σj(Fr)/F0, it is a place of type II, Qj,i+1
is a pole of σj(xi+1), e(Qj,i+1|Qj,i) = q and d(Qj,i+1|Qj,i) = 2q − 2 for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,

















































Figure 4.2: P = (x0 = 0)
It was shown in Lemma 3.9, that the place Qj,i+1 has property (?) for the extension
σj(Fi+1)/σj(Fi), for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ s. By repeated application of Proposi-
tion 3.3 and transitivity of different exponents and ramification indices in towers, we see
immediately, that d(Q|P ) = 2(e(Q|P )− 1).
Next we consider the the ramification behaviour of the place P = (x0 = ∞) in the
extension Er/E0.
Proposition 4.4. For r ≥ 1, let Q be a place of Er, such that P = Q|E0 = (x0 = ∞).
Then
d(Q|P ) ≤ q
q − 1e(Q|P ).
Proof. Let F−1 = F0(x−1), where
1− x−1 + 1
xq−1−1
= xq0 − xq−10 ;
i.e. starting at E0 = F0 = K(x0), construct one step of the dual tower of F . By
Lemma 2.1 (iii), there exists a place R of K(x−1, x0)/K(x0) lying over the place P =
(x0 = ∞) of K(x0), such that e(R|P ) = q − 1. Let S be a place of the composite field
ErF−1 lying over the place R and let Q′ be the restriction of S to the subfield Er (see
Figure 4.3).
For 0 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ s, let Q′j,i = Q′|σj(Fi). As we have seen in Section 2, the place
P is totally ramified in the extension σj(Fr)/F0, it is a place of type I, Q′j,i+1 is a zero
of σj(xi+1), e(Q′j,i+1|Q′j,i) = q and d(Q′j,i+1|Q′j,i) = q for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ s. This













































































Figure 4.4: P = (x0 =∞)
Now lift everything by F−1 (see Figure 4.5). The restriction of the place S to
F−1σj(Fi+1) has property (?) for the extension F−1σj(Fi+1)/F−1σj(Fi) for 0 ≤ i ≤ r−1,
1 ≤ j ≤ s (this follows by Abhyankar’s Lemma and the same reasoning as in the proof
of Lemma 3.9). By repeated application of Lemma 3.3 and transitivity of different
exponents and ramification indices in towers, we obtain d(S|R) = 2(e(S|R)− 1).
By using transitivity of different exponents and ramification indices in towers, we get
d(Q′|P ) = d(R|P )e(S|R) + d(S|R)− d(S|Q
′)
e(S|Q′) ≤
(q − 2)e(S|R) + 2(e(S|R)− 1)
e(S|Q′)
=










Q and Q′ are places of Er lying over the place P of E0 and since Er/E0 is a Galois
extension, they will have the same ramification behaviour. Consequently,
d(Q|P ) = d(Q′|P ) ≤ q
q − 1e(Q
′|P ) = q


























Next, let Q be a place of Er and let P = Q|E0 be its restriction to E0. Assume that
P ∈ {(x0 = 1)} ∪ {(x0 = α) | α ∈ R}.
In Section 2, we studied the ramification of the place Q in the extension σj(Fr)/F0.
Suppose that the restriction of Q to σj(Fr) is ramified over F0. It is a place of type III.
Furthermore, for some index t, with 1 ≤ t ≤ r, we have:
• The restriction of Q to σj(Ft−1) is unramified over F0.
• The restriction of Q to σj(Ft) is tamely ramified over σj(Ft−1), with ramification
index q − 1.
• For t < i ≤ r, the restriction of Q to σj(Fi) has property (?) for the extension
σj(Fi)/σj(Fi−1) (this follows from Lemma 3.9 and repeated application of Propo-
sition 3.3).
To determine the ramification behaviour of the place Q in the extension Er/E0 we
24
have to consider the compositum of the σj(Fr) with 1 ≤ j ≤ s, where the restriction
of the place Q has the properties above for each of these extensions σj(Fr)/F0. So the
following Lemma will be helpful:
Lemma 4.5. Let F be a function field over F¯` and let F1 and F2 be finite separable
extensions of F . Let F ′ = F1F2 be the compositum of F1 and F2. Let Q be a place
of F ′, and let P1, P2 and P be its restrictions to F1, F2 and F , respectively. Suppose
that the ramification behaviour of P1 and P2 over P are of the form above, i.e. they
are first unramified, then tamely ramified with ramification index q − 1 and then fol-
lows a sequence of extensions with the restriction of Qi having property (?). Then the
ramification behaviour of Q over P is also of the same form.
Proof. This is clear by Abhyankar’s Lemma and Proposition 3.3. See Figure 4.7 (consider
the sequence of intermediate fields along the arrow in the Figure). Note that by abuse
of language, we consider extensions, where the restriction of the place Q is unramified



































































































































































































































































































































Proposition 4.6. Let Q be a place of Er, such that P = Q|E0 ∈ {(x0 = 1)} ∪ {(x0 =
α) | α ∈ R}. Then
d(Q|P ) ≤ q
q − 1e(Q|P ).
Proof. By repeated application of Lemma 4.5 and by transitivity of different exponents
and ramification indices in towers, we see that there are intermediate fields E0 ⊆ K ⊂











d(Q|P ) = d(Q|L | Q|K)e(Q | Q|L) + d(Q | Q|L) = (q − 2)e(Q | Q|L) + 2e(Q | Q|L)− 2
= q · e(Q | Q|L)− 2 ≤ q
q − 1(q − 1)e(Q | Q|L) =
q
q − 1e(Q|P ).
Theorem 4.7. Let E = (E0, E1, E2, . . .) be the Galois closure of the BGS tower. Then





≤ q(q + 2)
2(q − 1) .
Proof. Let Φ := V (F/F0)\{(x0 = 0), (x0 =∞)}. Using Proposition 4.3, Proposition 4.4

































































= 2 · [Er : E0] + q
q − 1[Er : E0] +
q
q − 1 |Φ| · [Er : E0]
=
q2 + 4q − 2
q − 1 [Er : E0]
Using Hurwitz genus formula, we get
2g(Er)− 2 = −2[Er : E0] + degDiff(Er/E0) ≤ q
2 + 2q






≤ q(q + 2)
2(q − 1) .
Theorem 4.8. Let F/F`, with ` = q3 be the BGS tower and let E = (E0, E1, E2, . . .) be















Remark 4.9. In [2, Sec. 5], as a variation of the BGS tower, a new tower B is given.
This tower B consists of alternating Kummer and Artin-Schreier extensions and contains





It can be seen easily, that the tower B is a subtower of the Galois tower E constructed
above. Hence the result about the limit of the tower B follows directly from Theorem 4.8.
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5 The key lemma
We have seen above that the main difficulty in computing the genus of a tower is to
resolve the ramification behaviour in composita, where the place is wildly ramified in
both directions, since in this case Abhyankar’s Lemma cannot be applied. The “key
lemma” is a very useful tool in such situations. In the case of function fields, a proof
of this lemma was given in [4]. Below, we give a proof of this result using the theory
of higher ramification groups, which is applicable in a more general setting. For a more
detailed exposition of the theory of higher ramification groups, we refer to [16].
Let F be a field, and let v : F → Z ∪ {∞} be a discrete valuation of F with value
group Z. Let O and P denote the corresponding valuation ring and place of F ; i.e.,
O = {a ∈ F |v(a) ≥ 0} and P = {a ∈ F |v(a) > 0}.
We will always assume that the residue class field FP := O/P is perfect, and
charFP = p > 0.
We consider a Galois extension E/F whose Galois group G = Gal(E/F ) is elementary-
abelian of order p2. Let Q be a place of E lying above P and denote by Gi = Gi(Q|P )
the i-th ramification group of Q|P , i = 0, 1, 2 . . ..
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that for some s ≥ 1,
G = G0 = G1 = . . . = Gs % Gs+1 = {id}.






Then e(Q|P ′) = e(P ′|P ) = p, and the different exponents are as follows:
d(Q|P ) = (s+ 1)(p2 − 1), and
d(Q|P ′) = d(P ′|P ) = (s+ 1)(p− 1).
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(ordGi − 1) = (s+ 1)(p2 − 1).
Now let U := Gal(E/E′) and let Ui = Ui(Q|P ′) denote the higher ramification groups
of Q|P ′. Then
Ui = U ∩Gi for all i ≥ 0,
hence
U0 = U1 = · · · = Us % Us+1 = {id}.
It follows that
d(Q|P ′) = (s+ 1)(p− 1).
By transitivity of different exponents,
d(Q|P ) = d(Q|P ′) + p · d(P ′|P ),
hence
(s+ 1)(p2 − 1) = (s+ 1)(p− 1) + p · d(P ′|P ).
So
d(P ′|P ) = 1
p
(s+ 1)(p2 − p) = (s+ 1)(p− 1).
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that for some t > s ≥ 1,
G = G0 = . . . = Gs % Gs+1 = . . . = Gt % Gt+1 = {id}.
Let U := Gs+1, and denote by H ≤ G another subgroup of G of order p. Let E′ := EU


























Then the different exponents are as follows:
d(Q|P ) = (s+ 1)(p2 − 1) + (t− s)(p− 1)
d(Q|P ′) = (t+ 1)(p− 1)
d(Q|P0) = (s+ 1)(p− 1)
d(P ′|P ) = (s+ 1)(p− 1)




Proof. d(Q|P ) is clear from Hilbert’s Different Formula.
Let Ui = Ui(Q|P ′) resp. Hi = Hi(Q|P0) denote the ramification groups of Q|P ′ resp.
Q|P0. Then
Ui = Gi ∩ U = U for i = 0, . . . , t, and Ut+1 = {id}.
Hence
d(Q|P ′) = (t+ 1)(p− 1).
Also, Hi = Gi ∩H = H for i = 0, . . . , s, and Hi = {id} for i ≥ s+ 1. Hence
d(Q|P0) = (s+ 1)(p− 1).
By transitivity,
d(Q|P ) = d(Q|P ′) + p · d(P ′|P ),
hence
(s+ 1)(p2 − 1) + (t− s)(p− 1) = (t+ 1)(p− 1) + p · d(P ′|P ).
So we obtain
d(P ′|P ) = 1
p
(
(s+ 1)(p2 − 1)− (s+ 1)(p− 1)
)
= (s+ 1)(p− 1).
On the other hand,
d(Q|P ) = d(Q|P0) + p · d(P0|P ),
hence
d(P0|P ) = 1
p
(






(s+ 1)(p2 − p) + (t− s)(p− 1)
)
= (s+ 1)(p− 1) + t− s
p
(p− 1).




















Remark 5.3. Note that this gives a proof of the Hasse-Arf theorem in this situation;
i.e., s ≡ t mod p.
We consider the situation as above; i.e., E/F is an elementary-abelian extension of
degree p2. Furthermore, P is a place of F and Q is a place of E lying above P . Assume
that E1, E2 are intermediate fields of E/F with [E1 : F ] = [E2 : F ] = p and E1 6= E2.
Denote by Pi the restriction of Q to Ei for i = 1, 2, and suppose that e(P1|P ) =
e(P2|P ) = p.
Theorem 5.4. Situation as above. Assume that
d(P1|P ) = r1(p− 1) and d(P2|P ) = r2(p− 1)
with r1 ≥ r2 (w.l.o.g.). Then the following holds:
(i) If r1 > r2, then Q|P is totally ramified and the different exponents of Q|Pi are
d(Q|P1) = r2(p− 1),
d(Q|P2) = (r2 + p(r1 − r2))(p− 1) = (r1 + (p− 1)(r1 − r2))(p− 1).
(ii) If r1 = r2, then there is an integer r with
0 ≤ r ≤ r1 and r 6= 1
such that
d(Q|P1) = d(Q|P2) = r(p− 1).
Proof. (i) First note that in this case Q|P is totally ramified (otherwise, e(Q|P1) =
e(Q|P2) = 1 and we would get two different values for d(Q|P ) = d(Pi|P )). So we are
in the situation of Proposition 5.2, with P0 = P1 and P ′ = P2. Using notation as in
Proposition 5.2 we obtain
r1 = s+ 1 +
t− s
p
and r2 = s+ 1.
It follows from Proposition 5.2 that d(Q|P1) = d(P2|P ) = r2(p− 1), and
t− s
p
= r1 − r2,
so
t = s+ p(r1 − r2).
Therefore
t+ 1 = s+ 1 + p(r1 − r2) = r2 + p(r1 − r2)
and
d(Q|P2) = (r2 + p(r1 − r2))(p− 1)
= (r1 + (p− 1)(r1 − r2))(p− 1).
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(ii) If Q|Pi is unramified then we set r = 0. If Q|Pi is ramified, we are either in the
situation of Proposition 5.1 or of Proposition 5.2.
In Proposition 5.1 we get that d(Q|P1) = d(Q|P2) = d(Pi|P ), and we set r := r1 = r2.
In Proposition 5.2 we have that r1 = r2 = s+1+ t−sp , and we set r := s+1; it is clear
that 1 < r < r1.
As an immediate corollary, we get
Corollary 5.5. With the fields E,E1, E2 and F and the places Q,P1, P2 and P as above,
assume that d(Pi|P ) = 2(e(Pi|P )− 1), for i = 1, 2. Then
d(Q|Pi) = 2(e(Q|Pi)− 1), for i = 1, 2.
Proof. If P1|P or P2|P is unramified, the statement is trivially true. Otherwise, we have
e(P1|P ) = e(P2|P ) = p and d(P1|P ) = d(P2|P ) = 2(p−1). So by Theorem 5.4, (ii), either
Q|Pi is unramified, or Q|Pi is totally ramified (i.e. e(Q|Pi) = p) and d(Q|Pi) = 2(p− 1),
for i = 1, 2. In either case, d(Q|Pi) = 2(e(Q|Pi)− 1) for i = 1, 2.
As an easy consequence of the transitivity of different exponents in towers we get the
following Lemma:
Lemma 5.6. Let the field F and the place P of F be as above and let E be a finite
separable extension of F . Let M be an intermediate field of E/F . Let Q be a place of
E lying above P and let R be the restriction of Q to M . If d(Q|R) = t(e(Q|R)− 1) and
d(R|P ) = t(e(R|P )− 1) for some positive integer t, then d(Q|P ) = t(e(Q|P )− 1).
Proof.
d(Q|P ) = d(R|P ) · e(Q|R) + d(Q|R) = t(e(R|P )− 1) · e(Q|R) + t(e(Q|P )− 1)
= t(e(Q|R) · e(R|P )− 1) = t(e(Q|P )− 1).
As a partial converse of Lemma 5.6, we have the following Lemma:
Lemma 5.7. Situation as in Lemma 5.6. Suppose furthermore, that [E : F ] = pn, n ≥ 1
and the extensions E/M and M/F are Galois. If d(Q|P ) = 2(e(Q|P )− 1), then
d(Q|R) = 2(e(Q|R)− 1) and d(R|P ) = 2(e(R|P )− 1).
Proof. See [5, Prop. 1.8].
Now we can easily prove the “key lemma”:
Proposition 5.8. Let the field F and the place P of F be as above. Let E1 and E2 be
finite Galois p-extensions of F and let E = E1 ·E2 be the composite field of E1 and E2.
Let Q be a place of E lying over P and let P1 and P2 be the restrictions of Q to E1 and
E2, respectively. If the different exponents d(Pi|P ) satisfy
d(Pi|P ) = 2(e(Pi|P )− 1) for i = 1, 2,
then d(Q|Pi) = 2(e(Q|Pi)− 1) for i = 1, 2.
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Proof. Let G = Gal(E1/F ) be the Galois group of the extension E1/F . Since G is a
p-group, we can find normal subgroups G0, G1, G2, . . . Gr of G, s.t.
G = G0 ⊃ G1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Gr = {id}
and (Gi : Gi+1) = p for 0 ≤ i < r. Taking the corresponding fixed fields, we obtain
a refinement of the extension E1/F into cyclic extensions of degree p, i.e. we have
intermediate fields
F = T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Tr = E1,
where Ti+1/Ti, with 0 ≤ i < r, is a cyclic extension of degree p. Moreover, using
Lemma 5.7, we see that d(Q|Ti+1 | Q|Ti) = 2(e(Q|Ti+1 | Q|Ti)− 1) for 0 ≤ i < r.
Similarly, the extension E2/F can be refined to a sequence of cyclic extensions of
degree p, with d = 2(e− 1) in each step. Now repeated application of Corollary 5.5 and
Lemma 5.6 gives the result.
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6 Asymptotic lower bounds for some classes of codes over
cubic finite fields
It was shown in [21], that several classes of codes over finite fields with square cardi-
nality, including the class of transitive codes and the class of self-dual codes, attain the
Tsfasman–Vla˘dut¸–Zink bound. This was done by considering geometric Goppa codes
obtained from a new Galois tower over a finite field with square cardinality. This Galois
tower has only a single completely splitting place, but the tower is still asymptotically
optimal. The code is constructed by evaluating functions at all places lying above this
single completely splitting place. The transitive action of the Galois group on these
places gives rise to a transitive automorphism group of the constructed codes.
In this section, we will consider the same problem over cubic finite fields. The starting
point will be the BGS tower over cubic finite fields. Using the techniques from the
previous sections, we will construct a Galois tower having the same limit as the BGS
tower, but with less completely splitting places. This is accomplished by first collecting
several completely splitting places above a small number of rational places of a subfield
of the tower. Then the Galois closure of the BGS tower over this subfield is considered.
The ideal case would be to be able to collect all rational places coming from completely
splitting places over a single rational place of a subfield and still to get a Galois closure
over this subfield with a good limit. This seems to be quite difficult. Hence we only
go down to a subfield of degree q, which enables us to collect all rational places coming
from completely splitting places over a total of q + 1 places. We show that the Galois
closure E ′ of the BGS tower over this subfields has the same limit as the BGS tower (see
Theorem 6.4 below).
In analogy with the definition of r-quasi cyclic codes, we introduce the notion of r-quasi
transitive codes (see Definition 6.9). Using the approach in [21], we obtain asymptotic
lower bounds for this class of codes, over cubic finite fields. We also obtain an asymptotic
lower bound for transitive isoorthogonal codes over cubic finite fields. The main tool is
the tower E ′. This section closely follows [21].
6.1 Another Galois tower
Let F = (F0, F1, F2, . . .) be the BGS tower over F`, as defined by Equation 2.1; i.e.
F0 = F`(x0) is the rational function field and Fi+1 = Fi(xi+1) where
xqi+1 − xq−1i+1 = 1− xi +
1
xq−1i
for i ≥ 0.
Let w = xq0 − xq−10 . Then
F`(w) ⊆ F`(x0) = F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ . . . .
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The place (w = ∞) of F`(w) is totally ramified in the extension F`(x0)/F`(w) and
[F`(x0) : F`(w)] = q.
Consider the tower
F ′ = (F`(w),F`(x0) = F0, F1, . . .),
and let E ′ = (F`(w), E0, E1, E2, . . .) be the Galois closure of F ′ over F`(w); i.e., Ei is the
Galois closure of the extension Fi/F`(w), for i = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
Let Φ ⊇ F`(w) be a fixed algebraically closed field. Let r ≥ 0. Then we obtain Er as
Er = σ1(Fr)σ2(Fr) · · ·σs(Fr),
where σ1, σ2 . . . , σs are the embeddings of Fr into Φ over F`(w)
As defined in Section 2.3, let S = {γ ∈ F¯` | ϕ(γ) = 0}. From the results in Section 2.3
we see that S ⊆ F` and the places (w = α) of F`(w) with α ∈ S split completely in
the tower F ′. Hence, by Proposition 4.1, it follows E ′ is also a tower over F`. Further-
more we see that Z(E ′/F`(w)) = Z(F ′/F`(w)) ⊇ {(w = α) ∈ P(F`(w)) | α ∈ S} and
V (E ′/F`(w)) = V (F ′/F`(w)). We immediately get the following corollary:
Corollary 6.1. The splitting rate ν(E ′) of the tower E ′ satisfies




≥ |Z(E ′/F`(w))| ≥ |S| = q + 1.
Next we want to estimate the genus of Ei for i ≥ 0. We consider, as usual, the same
tower over the algebraic closure F¯` of F`. let R := {α ∈ F¯` | αq − αq−1 = 1}. The
ramification in the extension F¯`(x0)/F¯`(w) can be easily computed (see Figure 6.1):
• The place (w =∞) of F¯`(w) is totally ramified in the extension F¯`(x0)/F¯`(w), the
place of F¯`(x0) lying over (w =∞) is the pole of x0 in F¯`(x0). We have
e((x0 =∞)|(w =∞)) = q and d((x0 =∞)|(w =∞)) = q.
• There are two places of F¯`(x0) extending the place (w = 0) of F¯`(w). One is
the zero of x0 in F¯`(x0) and the other one is the zero of x0 − 1 in F¯`(x0). The
ramification indices are given as
e((x0 = 0)|(w = 0)) = q − 1 and e((x0 = 1)|(w = 0)) = 1.
• All other places of F¯`(w) are unramified in the extension F¯`(x0)/F¯`(w).
• The places of F¯`(x0) lying over the place (w = 1) of F¯`(w) are the places (x0 = α),
with α ∈ R.
Combining this with Lemma 2.4, we see that the ramification locus of F ′ over F¯`(w)
is given as V (F ′/F¯`(w)) = {(w = 0), (w = ∞), (w = 1)}, and by Proposition 4.1, we
obtain





(x0 = α) with α ∈ R


























































Combining the information about the ramification in the extension F¯`(x0)/F¯`(w) with
the results about the ramification behaviour in the BGS tower from Section 2, we see
that the ramification in the tower F ′ is as depicted in Figure 6.2, where a dotted segment
indicates that this segment might be repeated several times.
Remark 6.2. Note that the place (w =∞) of F¯`(w) is totally ramified in each step of
the tower F ′. This will be used in the sequel.
Let r ≥ 0, let Q be a place of Er and let P = Q|F¯`(w). Let P ′ = Q|Fr . Suppose
that P = (w = 1). Then either P ′ is unramified over F¯`(w), or for some index t, with
1 ≤ t ≤ r, we have:
• The restriction of P ′ to Ft−1 is unramified over F¯`(w).
• The restriction of P ′ to Ft is tamely ramified over Ft−1, with ramification index
q − 1.
• For t < i ≤ r, the restriction of Q to Fi has property (?) for the extension Fi/Fi−1.
If P = (w = 0), then the ramification behaviour of the place P ′ over P is also of
the form described above (first tame ramification with ramification index q − 1, then
extensions, where the restriction of P ′ has property (?)).
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So in either case (if P = (w = 1) or P = (w = 0)) we can apply exactly the same
reasoning as in Proposition 4.6, to conclude that
d(Q|P ) ≤ q
q − 1e(Q|P ).
Now, suppose that P = (w =∞). By lifting everything by F¯`(x−1), where
1− x−1 + 1
xq−1−1
= w = xq0 − xq−10
we can apply exactly the same reasoning as in Proposition 4.4 to conclude that
d(Q|P ) ≤ q









































































Theorem 6.3. The genus γ(E ′) of E ′ satisfies




≤ q + 2
2(q − 1) .
Proof. We have seen above that for all Q ∈ P(Er), such that P = Q ∩ F¯`(w) ∈
V (E ′/F¯`(w)) we have
d(Q|P ) ≤ q
q − 1e(Q|P ).
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q − 1 · |V (E
′/F¯`(w))| · [Er : F¯`(w)] = 3q
q − 1[Er : F¯`(w)]
Using Hurwitz genus formula, we get
2g(Er)− 2 = −2[Er : E0] + degDiff(Er/E0) ≤ q + 2






≤ q + 2
2(q − 1) .
Theorem 6.4. The limit λ(E ′) of the tower E ′ satisfies








Proof. Using Corollary 6.1 and Theorem 6.3, we obtain






Remark 6.5. While constructing the tower above, we first went down to a subfield
F`(w), in order to collect all rational places coming from completely splitting places over
a total of q + 1 places. Letting furthermore
z = wq+1 − w + 1,
it is even possible to collect all such places over a single place, namely the place (z = 0)
of F`(z). However in this case, estimating the genus of the Galois closure of the tower
over F`(z) seems to be more difficult. The techniques used above do not suffice.
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6.2 Finite permutation groups and quasi transitive codes
Let us start by recalling some basic facts about group actions and finite permutation
groups. We restrict to the finite case, since this is the case needed in the sequel. For a
more detailed exposition, see [10, 14, 23].
Let G be a group acting on a finite set A. We will denote the permutation of A
associated to the element x ∈ G by pix and for a ∈ A we write ax := pix(a).
For a ∈ A, we denote by Ga the stabilizer (isotropy group) of a in G and we denote
the orbit of a under G by aG. It can be shown that for a ∈ A, we have
|aG| = (G : Ga) (6.1)
The group G is said to act transitively on the set A, if there is just one orbit under the
action of G on A; i.e., if for all a1, a2 ∈ A there is a g ∈ G, such that ag1 = a2. The
action of G on A is said to be half-transitive or 12 -fold transitive, if the orbits of the
action of G on A all have equal length. By Equation 6.1, it is easy to see that G acts
half-transitively on A, if and only if |Ga| is the same for all a ∈ A. If Ga = {id} for all
a ∈ A, then the action of G is said to be semiregular. Note that by Equation 6.1, an
action G is semiregular if and only if G acts half-transitively on A and |aG| = |G| for
some (and hence for all) a ∈ G.
Lemma 6.6. Let G be a finite group with a semiregular action on a finite set A. Suppose
that the action of G on A has r distinct orbits and let m = |G|. Then there exists an
enumeration
A := (a1,1, a1,2, . . . , a1,m, a2,1, a2,2, . . . , a2,m, . . . , ar,1, ar,2, . . . , ar,m),
of the elements of A with the following property:
For all integers i, j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, there exists an element σ ∈ Sm and an element
g ∈ G, such that σ(i) = j and
agh,k = ah,σ(k),
for all 1 ≤ h ≤ r, 1 ≤ k ≤ m. In particular,
ag1,i = a1,j , a
g
2,i = a2,j , . . . , a
g
m,i = am,j .
Proof. For an element a ∈ A, consider the map ρa : G → aG defined by ρa(g) = ag for
g ∈ G. Obviously, this map is surjective. Since the action of G is semiregular, ρa will
be injective, and hence a bijection from G to aG. Let G = {g1 = id, g2, . . . , gm}, and
let a1, a2, . . . , ar be elements from distinct orbits of G. For 1 ≤ h ≤ r, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, let
ah,k = ρah(gk) = a
gk
h . Letting g = g
−1









the above statements follow easily. Note that in the proof it is crucial that the action of
the group is semiregular.
Next, let us recall some basic definitions from coding theory and define the notion
of a quasi transitive code. For details about quasi cyclic codes, we refer to [11]. For
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details about codes in general, see for instance [12, 15]. Let F` be the finite field with `
elements. For a linear code C over F`, we will denote by n(C), k(C) and d(C) the length,
the dimension and the minimum distance of the code, respectively.
Definition 6.7. A code C over F` is said to be transitive, if its automorphism group
Aut(C) is a transitive subgroup of Sn; i.e. if for all integers i, j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, there
exists a permutation pi ∈ Aut(C), such that pi(i) = j.
Definition 6.8. Let r and m be positive integers. Let C be a (linear) code of length
n := r ·m over F`. Let T denote the standard cyclic shift operator on Fn` . The code C is
said to be a r-quasi cyclic code or a quasi-cyclic code of index r, if it is invariant under
T r.
Note that a quasi-cyclic code of index 1 is a cyclic code. Obviously, every r-quasi
cyclic code of length n = r · m over F` is permutation equivalent to a code, which is
invariant under the operator Vr on Fn` , which maps
(c1,1, c1,2, . . . , c1,m, c2,1, c2,2, . . . , c2,m, . . . , cr,1, cr,2, . . . , cr,m)
to
(c1,m, c1,1, . . . , c1,m−1, c2,m, c2,1, . . . , c2,m−1, . . . , cr,m, cr,1, . . . , cr,m−1).
As a generalization of quasi-cyclic codes, we make the following definition:
Definition 6.9. Let r and m be positive integers. Let C be a (linear) code of length
n := r ·m over F`. The code C is said to be a r-quasi transitive code or a quasi-transitive
code of index r, if there exists a transitive subgroup U of Sm, such that for all σ ∈ U ,
the code C is invariant under the operator Vσ, which maps
(c1,1, c1,2, . . . , c1,m, c2,1, c2,2, . . . , c2,m, . . . , cr,1, cr,2, . . . , cr,m)
to
(c1,σ(1), c1,σ(2), . . . , c1,σ(m), c2,σ(1), c2,σ(2), . . . , c2,σ(m), . . . , cr,σ(1), cr,σ(2), . . . , cr,σ(m)).
In other words, if C is a r-quasi transitive code of length r ·m, then for all integers i, j,
with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, there exists a permutation pi ∈ Aut(C), such that pi(i+km) = j+km
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1 and pi(t+ km) = pi(t) + km for all 1 ≤ t ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1.
6.3 Asymptotic lower bounds for quasi transitive codes
Next, we use the tower E ′ considered above to construct arbitrarily long quasi transitive
codes over cubic finite fields with good error correcting parameters. Hence we obtain
asymptotic lower bounds for the class of quasi transitive codes. We closely follow the
approach in [21].
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Theorem 6.10. Let ` = q3. Let t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q + 1} and let R, δ ≥ 0 with
R = 1− δ − 1
t
q + 2
2(q − 1) .
Then there exists a sequence (Cj)j≥0 of linear codes Cj over F` such that
1. Cj is a t-quasi transitive code for all j ≥ 0,
2. n(Cj)→∞ as j →∞,
3. limj→∞ k(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ R and limj→∞ d(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ δ.
Proof. Let  > 0. The proof proceeds by constructing arbitrary long t-quasi transitive
codes C over F`, such that k(C)/n(C) ≥ R −  and d(C)/n(C) ≥ δ. Consider the tower
E ′ = (F`(w), E0, E1, E2, . . .) constructed above. Choose an integer n large enough, so
that
1
t · ln+1 < . (6.2)
Let N := [En : F`(w)] and, as above, let S = {γ ∈ F¯` | γq+1 − γ + 1 = 0}. We have seen
above, that the places (w = α) with α ∈ S split completely in the tower E′. Let U be a










Then degD = t ·N and by Remark 6.2




Using Inequality 6.2, we see that (degG0)/(t ·N) < . Choose r ≥ 0, such that
1− δ ≥ r · degG0
t ·N > 1− δ − . (6.3)
Consider the geometric Goppa code C := CL(D, rG0). Then n(C) = t ·N and by standard
estimates for the parameters of geometric Goppa codes (see [20, Ch. II.2]), Inequality 6.3













> 1− δ − − 1
t
q + 2





t ·N ≥ 1−
r · degG0
t ·N ≥ δ.
The Galois group Γ := Gal(En/F`(w) acts on the places in the support ofD. Moreover,
for a place P in the support of D, the stabilizer ΓP of P in Γ is just the decomposition
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group of P over P ∩ F`(w). Since the place P ∩ F`(w) splits completely in the extension
En/F`(w), we have ΓP = Γ−1(P | P ∩ F`(w)) = {id}. So the action of Γ on suppD
is semiregular and each orbit has length |Γ|. So this action has a total of degD/|Γ| =
(Nt)/N = t orbits.
Since the divisor rG0 is invariant under the action of Γ, the semiregular action of Γ
on suppD yields an action of Γ on C = CL(D, rG0). So by using Lemma 6.6, we see that
the code C is (permutation equivalent to) a t-quasi transitive code.
For q = 7, ` = 73 the graph of the Gilbert-Varshamov bound and the bounds obtained















Figure 6.4: q = 7
Note that 1-quasi transitive codes are just transitive codes. By letting t = 1 in the
above theorem, we immediately get the following corollary:
Corollary 6.11. Let ` = q3. Let R, δ ≥ 0 with R = 1− δ − q+22(q−1) . Then there exists a
sequence (Cj)j≥0 of linear codes Cj over F` such that
1. Cj is a transitive code for all j ≥ 0,
2. n(Cj)→∞ as j →∞,
3. limj→∞ k(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ R and limj→∞ d(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ δ.
6.4 An asymptotic lower bound for transitive isoorthogonal codes
In this section we will, following [21], develop asymptotic lower bounds for the class of
transitive isoorthogonal codes over cubic finite fields. This will again be accomplished
by use of the tower E ′ above.
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Let us start by recalling some basic definitions from coding theory. For more details,
we refer to [12, 15]. Let C be a linear code over F` of length n. There is a canonical
non-degenerate bilinear form on Fn` × Fn` , defined by




for a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) ∈ Fn` . The dual code C⊥ of the code C is
defined as
C⊥ := {x ∈ Fn` | < x, c >= 0 for all c ∈ C}.
The code C is called self-dual, if C = C⊥. The code C is called self-orthogonal, if C ⊆ C⊥.
Let a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ Fn` with a1, a2, . . . , an 6= 0. We define
a · C := {(a1 · c1, a2 · c2, . . . , an · cn)|(c1, c2, . . . , cn) ∈ C} ⊆ Fn` .
The codes C and a · C are said to be equivalent. Obviously, equivalent codes have the
same parameters. The code C is called isodual if C is equivalent to its dual code C⊥.
The code C is said to be isoorthogonal if C is equivalent to a subcode of C⊥.
In [19], sufficient conditions for self-duality and self-orthogonality of geometric Goppa
codes are given. We will use these conditions and the tower E ′ considered above to
obtain arbitrary long sequences of transitive isoorthogonal codes over the cubic finite
field F` with good error correcting parameters. First we recall some results from [19].
Theorem 6.12. Let F/F` be an algebraic function field over the finite field F`. Let
P1, P2, . . . Pn be pairwise different rational places of F/F`. Put D = P1 + P2 + . . .+ Pn,
and let G be a divisor of F/F`, such that suppG ∩ suppD = ∅. Suppose there is a
canonical divisor W , such that
1. W +D ≥ 2G,
2. vPi(W ) = −1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Then, the geometric Goppa code CL(D,G) is isoorthogonal; i.e., there exists an a ∈
(F`\{0})n such that
a · CL(D,G) ⊆ CL(D,G)⊥.
The vector a can be given as follows: let η be a differential of F , such that (η) = W .
Then
a = (resP1η, resP2η, . . . , resPnη),
where resPiη denotes the residue of the differential η at the place Pi.
Proof. See [19].
Now let ` = q3 and consider the the tower E ′/F` constructed above. Recall, that the
ramification locus of the tower is given as
V (E ′/F`(w)) = {(w = 0), (w =∞), (w = 1)}.
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For n ≥ 0, let e(n)0 , e(n)∞ and e(n)1 be integers, so that
ConEn/F`(w)((w = 0)) = e
(n)
0 ·A(n)0 , ConEn/F`(w)((w =∞)) = e(n)∞ ·A(n)∞
and
ConEn/F`(w)((w = 1)) = e
(n)
1 ·A(n)1 .
Similarly, for n ≥ 0, let d(n)0 , d(n)∞ and d(n)1 be integers, so that
Diff(En/F`(w)) = d
(n)
0 ·A(n)0 + d(n)∞ ·A(n)∞ + d(n)1 ·A(n)1 .
Theorem 6.13. Let ` = q3 and let 0 ≤ R ≤ 1/2, δ ≥ 0 with
R = 1− δ − q + 2
2(q − 1) .
Then there exists a sequence (Cj)j≥0 of linear codes Cj over F` such that
1. Cj is a transitive isoorthogonal code for all j ≥ 0,
2. n(Cj)→∞ as j →∞,
3. limj→∞ k(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ R and limj→∞ d(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ δ.
Proof. Let S = {γ ∈ F¯` | γq+1 − γ + 1 = 0} ⊆ F`. We have seen above, that the places
(w = α) with α ∈ S split completely in the tower E′. Fix an element ξ ∈ S. Then the










w − ξ .
The divisor of η in En is given by
W (n) = (η) = −(w − ξ)En − 2(w)En∞ +Diff(En/F`(w))




P − 2e(n)∞ ·A(n)∞ + d(n)0 ·A(n)0 + d(n)∞ ·A(n)∞ + d(n)1 ·A(n)1









where an = d
(n)
0 , bn = e
(n)
∞ − 2 · e(n)∞ + d(n)∞ and cn = d(n)1 . Note that vP (W (n)) = −1 for
all P ∈ suppD(n), and W (n) +D(n) = anA(n)0 + bnA(n)∞ + cnA(n)1 .




















1 ≤ anA(n)0 + bnA(n)∞ + cnA(n)1 =W (n) +D(n),
so by Theorem 6.12, we see that the code Cna,b,c is isoorthogonal for all a, b, c with
0 ≤ a ≤ an/2, 0 ≤ b ≤ bn/2 and 0 ≤ c ≤ cn/2. The Galois group of En/F`(w) acts
transitively on all places in the support of D(n), which consists just of all places of En







invariant under the action of the Galois group of En/F`(w). Therefore the code Cna,b,c is
transitive. Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.10, we see that such
sequences of codes can be found.
Remark 6.14. Let ` = q3. Let t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q + 1} and let 0 ≤ R ≤ 1/2, δ ≥ 0 with
R = 1− δ − 3 + t(q − 1)
2t(q − 1) .
Then one can show that there exists a sequence (Cj)j≥0 of t-quasi transitive isoorthogonal
linear codes Cj over F` with n(Cj) → ∞ as j → ∞ such that limj→∞ k(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ R
and limj→∞ d(Cj)/n(Cj) ≥ δ.
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